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Some neurodevelopmental disorders such as Tourette syndrome, Asperger syndrome, autistic spectrum 

disorders (ASD), persistent vocal tic disorder, transient vocal tic disorder, psychotic disorder due to another 

medical condition, catatonia associated with another mental disorder, etc; may represent speech fluency 

problems characterized by the presence of pathological repetition of speech, prolongation of consonants or 

vowels, broken words, symptoms of communicative disorders called echolalia. Observing this context, this 

work presents a model of random walks to qualify echolalia using the representation of information entropy. 

The model presents results consistent with the different types of echolalia, namely, interactive,                    

non-interactive, delayed and non-delayed, including combinations of these echolalia that characterize 

comorbidities in some patients, such as non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia, non-delayed and 

interactive echolalia, delayed and non-interactive echolalia, and delayed and interactive echolalia. Each of 

these types of echolalia was quantified using random walks, measuring the information entropy for each 

one of the cases which can range from mild, moderate to severe.  

Keywords: echolalia, random walks, entropy. 

 

Alguns transtornos do neurodesenvolvimento como a síndrome de Tourette, a síndrome de Asperger, 

transtornos do espectro autista (TEA), transtorno de tique vocal persistente, transtorno de tique vocal 

transitório, transtorno psicótico devido a outra condição médica, catatonia associada a outro transtorno 

mental, etc; podem resultar em problemas na fluência da fala caracterizados pela presença de repetição 

patológica da fala, prolongação de consoantes ou vogais, palavras quebradas no início da vida, sintomas de 

desordens comunicativas denominadas ecolalias. Observando este contexto, este trabalho apresenta um 

modelo de caminhadas aleatórias para qualificar ecolalias usando a representação da entropia da 

informação. O modelo apresenta resultados consistentes com diversos tipos de ecolalias, a saber, interativa, 

não-interativa, atrasada e não atrasada, incluindo combinações dessas ecolalias que caracterizam 

comorbidades em alguns pacientes, tais como a ecolalia não-atrasada e não-interativa, a ecolalia                 

não-atrasada e interativa, a ecolalia atrasada e não-interativa e a ecolalia atrasada e interativa. Cada um 

desses tipos de ecolalia foi quantificada usando caminhadas aleatórias, medindo a entropia da informação 

para cada um dos casos que podem variar de leve, moderado a severo.  

Palavras-chave: ecolalia, caminhadas aleatórias, entropia. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This work is the result of the combination of two general topics of scientific interest: random 

walks and developmental disorders. In this proposal, random walks are the modeling tool and 

mental disorders are the modeled object. 

Random walking is a topic of common interest in several fields such as hydraulic engineering, 

meteorology, physics, chemistry, mathematics, economics, materials science, medicine, etc.        

[1-5]. In medicine, random walks are used as a tool to model memory loss and amnesia, modeling 

diseases such as Alzheimer's and Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD), are related to building 

computational models for brain tissue, developing new algorithms for software applications. and 

hardware, new capacitance calculation methods, image analysis and the development of 

innovative technologies for mobile devices [6-21]. 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) mental disorders are varied, have 

different representations, and can be characterized by a combination of emotions, perceptions, 
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behaviors and abnormal relationships. For the WHO, depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia 

and other psychoses, dementia and developmental disorders, including ASDs, are classified as 

mental disorders [22, 23]. 

Developmental disorders are classified as specific and invasive. The specific disorder is 

characterized by developmental delays in a specific area or specific areas, whereas the invasive 

disorder presents deficiencies in basic functions in multiple contexts that include socialization 

and communication. Pervasive Developmental Disorders (PDD) are part of the group of autism 

spectrum disorders (ASD). Autism spectrum disorders are prevalent on average, by country, in 

1% of the world population, ranging from 0.8% to 1.1% among countries. As for gender, boys 

are more likely to be diagnosed with ASD than girls. The odds are between 4 to 5 times greater 

for boys than for girls diagnosed with ASD. In 2016, the global estimate was that 62 million 

people have some type of ASD, with approximately 50 million males and 18 million females [24]. 

 ASDs are classified as non-degenerative neurodevelopmental disorders, accompanied by 

symptoms such as delay in verbal and non-verbal communication; resistance to routine change; 

restricted and persistent interests in relation to an activity, topic, object, speech, idiosyncratic 

phrases, etc.; abnormalities in eye contact and body expression; difficulties in initiating and 

maintaining social relationships. Symptoms can range from mild, moderate or severe [25]. 

Problems in speech fluency characterized by the presence of pathological repetition of speech 

(sounds or syllables), prolongation of consonants or vowels, broken words in early life. These are 

symptoms of communication disorders called echolalias. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 

of Mental Disorders (DSM5) describes a significant spectrum of neurodevelopmental disorders 

that share communicative disorders such as echolalia as a common feature. Examples of 

neurodevelopmental disorders that present these symptoms are: Tourette's syndrome, Asperger's 

syndrome, autistic spectrum disorders (ASD), persistent vocal tic disorder, transient vocal tic 

disorder, psychotic disorder due to another medical condition, catatonia associated with another 

mental disorder, etc. [25]. 

There are two main characteristics for the classification of echolalias: social interaction and 

time for speech execution. Another important aspect is comorbidity. As for social interaction, the 

first characteristic highlighted, there may or may not exist social interaction. When there is social 

interaction, this symptom is classified as interactive echolalia (or functional echolalia), i.e., there 

is an attempt to communicate with the aim of interaction. Therefore, interactive echolalia is the 

pathological, parodic and apparently meaningless (echoing) repetition of a word or phrase that 

has just been spoken by another person [25]. When there is no attempt at communication for 

social interaction, this symptom is termed non-interactive echolalia, i.e., the communication is for 

personal use only. Non-interactive echolalia is the repetition or imitation of an echo made by a 

person in relation to words just uttered by that same person [25]. Second, the time-to-speech 

characteristics are divided into two categories, namely, immediate echolalia and delayed 

echolalia. Immediate echolalia occurs in the repetition of speech immediately after the speaker's 

emission. Delayed echolalia is characterized by speech reproduction after a long time of emission 

of words by the interlocutor [26]. As for the third aspect, comorbidity, it occurs when two or more 

diseases occur in the same individual. Looking at interactive echolalia and non-interactive 

echolalia as two distinct diseases. When a patient is observed with these two diseases 

simultaneously, he presents comorbidity associated with these communicative disorders [25]. 

There are several studies that seek to understand the causes, the correlations between 

neurodevelopmental disorders and pathological repetition of speech, providing treatment manuals 

and specialized training for health professionals and society in general [27-33]. 

In this work, heuristically incorporating memory effects of non-Markovian processes, a 

stochastic physical model is proposed to evaluate echolalias. To achieve the goal, a model that 

allows an appropriate analogy between pathological speech repetitions and stochastic dynamics. 

The chosen model was the so-called Elephant Random Walk (ERW), a non-Markovian random 

walk model with memory. The reasons for choosing this model are that the ERW: (a) presents 

well-known diffusive regimes, (b) the propagator is known, (c) has a well-known analytical 

solution [4], (d) is a model that is being widely used as a basis for constructing other                       

non-Markovian random walk models [26-32] and, (e) there are analogies between this model and 

other neurological problems characterized by memory loss [6-10]. In these terms, I propose the 
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model of random walks with memory inspired by echolalias. In this context, the first approach 

the stochastic dynamics of non-Markovian random walks at the lattice scale, modeling the 

different types of echolalia, namely, interactive, non-interactive, delayed and non-delayed, 

including combinations of these echolalia such as non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia,    

non-delayed and interactive echolalia, delayed and non-interactive echolalia, and delayed and 

interactive echolalia. Second, information entropy measurements to qualify the echolalias is 

performed. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In this section, the random walk model to qualify echolalias is constructed. To achieve the 

goal, the ERW model in 𝑁-dimensions is introduced, highlighting relevant features of the ERW 

model combined with the standard symptoms of echolalias to build the model, and to finalize the 

analysis, information entropy measurements are shown. 

2.1 ERW Model 

According to Schütz and Trimper (2004) [4], for reasons of simplicity they consider a             

one-dimensional random walk 𝑋𝑡
(𝑖) ∈ 𝑍 in infinite lattice. The 𝑖-th random walker starts the walk 

at the origin (𝑋0
(𝑖) = 0) at time 𝑡 = 0. The superscript (𝑖) was not introduced in the ERW model, 

its insertion in the notation is appropriate to capture important characteristics of echolalias. The 

explanation of this fact will be left for the appropriate time. Returning to the construction, the 

random walker has a memory of its entire trajectory. At every discrete instant of time the random 

walker moves one step to the left or right. Its trajectory is quantified by the stochastic equation 

 

𝑋𝑡+1
(𝑖) = 𝑋𝑡

(𝑖) + 𝜎𝑡+1
(𝑖)

              (1) 

 

And 𝜎𝑡+1
(𝑖)  is a random variable that can take values of ±1. The memory is constituted by the 

set of variables 𝜎𝑡′
(𝑖) of steps taken at previous instants of time that the random walker remembers 

as follows: 

 

1. in the time: 𝑡 = 1, the 𝑖-th walker, initially in the position:𝑋0
(𝑖), where 𝜎1

(𝑖) = +1 (𝜎1
(𝑖) = −1) 

with probability 𝑞(𝑖) (1 − 𝑞(𝑖)). The probability of the first step is 

 

𝑃[𝜎1
(𝑖)] =

1

2
[1 + (2𝑞(𝑖) − 1)𝜎1

(𝑖)]             (2) 

 

2. in the time: 𝑡 + 1, for the walker (𝑖) a time 𝑡′ is uniformly chosen from the set {1,2,3, … , 𝑡}; 

3. 𝜎𝑡+1
(𝑖)  is chosen stochastic by rule 𝜎𝑡+1

(𝑖) = +𝜎𝑡′
(𝑘) (𝜎𝑡+1

(𝑖) = −𝜎𝑡′
(𝑘)) with probability                          

𝑝(𝑖→𝑘) (1 − 𝑝(𝑖→𝑘)); 

 

𝑃[𝜎𝑡′
(𝑘)] =

1

2
[1 + (2𝑝(𝑖→𝑘) − 1)𝜎𝑡+1𝜎𝑡′

(𝑘)]            (3) 

 

4. in the time: 𝑡 + 1, walker 𝑖 chooses one of the walkers with index 𝑘 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑀 with 

probability 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘). This probability must satisfy the relationship ∑ 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)𝑀
𝑘=1 = 1.   

5. according to rules (1) and (4), the probability of the first step is  

 

𝑃[𝜎1
(𝑖) = ±1] =

1

2
∑ [1 + (2𝑞(𝑖) − 1)𝜎]𝑀
𝑘=1 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)           (4) 
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6. according to the rules (2)-(4), the probability of the step of the 𝑖-th walker, in relation to the 

𝑘-th walker, in time 𝑡 + 1, 𝜎𝑡+1
(𝑖) = 𝜎, where 𝜎 comes from the spectrum of possibilities of the 

whole {𝜎𝑡′
(𝑘)}, with 𝑘 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑀, is 

 

𝑃[𝜎
𝑡′
(1,...,𝑀)

] =
1

2𝑡
∑ [1 + (2𝑝(𝑖→𝑘) − 1)𝜎𝜎𝑡′

(𝑘)]𝑀
𝑘=1 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)          (5) 

 

where 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘) is the coupling probability of the 𝑖-th walker in relation to the 𝑘-th walker. It, (𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)), 

quantifies the extent to which the microscopic decisions of the 𝑖-th walker are influenced by the 

microscopic decisions of the 𝑘-th. 
 

Solving Equation (5), it calculated the conditioned probability 𝑃[{𝜎1,2,...,𝑡
(1,2,...,𝑀)

}], i.e., 

  

𝑃[{𝜎1,2,...,𝑡
(1,2,...,𝑀)

}] =
1

2
+

𝜎

2
∑ 𝛼(𝑖→𝑘)𝑀
𝑘=1 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)𝑥𝑡

(𝑘)           (6) 

 

where 𝛼(𝑖→𝑘) = 2𝑝(𝑖→𝑘) − 1 e 𝑥𝑡
(𝑖) = 𝑋𝑡

(𝑖) − 𝑋0
(𝑖), being the displacement of the 𝑖-th walker. The 

conditional mean displacement of the 𝑖-th walker is quantified therefore 

  

⟨{𝜎1,2,...,𝑡
1,2,...,𝑀}⟩ = ∑ 𝜎𝑃[{𝜎1,2,...,𝑡

1,2,...,𝑀}] = ∑
𝛼(𝑖→𝑘)𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)𝑥𝑡

(𝑘)

𝑡

𝑀
𝑘=1𝜎=±1           (7) 

 

Solving Equation (7), the found the recursive equation for the first moment of the position: 

 

⟨𝑥𝑡+1
(𝑖) ⟩ = ∑ (𝛿𝑘𝑖 +

𝛼(𝑖→𝑘)𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)

𝑡
)𝑀

𝑘=1 ⟨𝑥𝑡
(𝑘)⟩             (8) 

 

The offset parameter for the first step is defined as:𝛽(𝑖) = 2𝑞(𝑖) − 1. We found the initial 

displacement for the 𝑖-th walker. 

 

⟨𝑥1
(𝑖)⟩ = ∑ 𝛽(𝑖)𝑀

𝑘=1 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)                                                  (9) 
 

2.2  Random Walk to Qualify Echolalias 

The build of the random walks model is centered on major characteristics: social interaction, 

time for speech execution and the presence of comorbidities. Echolalia is divided into two types: 

non-interactive echolalia and interactive echolalia. To distinguish the echolalias, we used the 

coupling parameter 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘). The 𝑖-th walker chooses one of the index walkers 𝑘 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑀 with 

probability 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘), must satisfy the relationship ∑ 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)𝑀
𝑘=1 = 1. There are two different cases:     

𝑖 = 𝑘and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘. 

 

i. For the case where 𝑖 = 𝑘, the walker mimics its own movement with probability of 

coupling: 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘). Quantifying the type of echolalia called non-interactive echolalia, a 

situation in which there is no attempt at communication for social interaction, 

communication is intended solely for personal use [25]. Greater (smaller) intensities of 

non-interactive echolalia are obtained the greater (smaller) the coupling: 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘).  

ii. For the case where: ≠ 𝑘 , implies that the walker mimics the movement of the 𝑘-th walker 

with coupling probability 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘). Therefore, quantifying the echolalia called interactive 

echolalia, i.e., the pathological, parodic and apparently meaningless repetition (echoing) 

of a word or phrase that has just been spoken by another person. Greater (smaller) 

interactive echolalia intensities are obtained the greater (smaller) the coupling: 𝛾(𝑖→𝑘).  

 

Second, the time-to-speech characteristics are divided into two categories: non-delayed 

echolalia and delayed echolalia. Non-delayed echolalia occurs in speech repetition immediately 
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after the speaker's emission. Non-delayed echolalia is the reproduction of speech by the individual 

after a certain period (not immediately) of emission of words by the interlocutor [26]. 

The modeling of speech delay, starts from the fact that the instant of time that the interlocutor 

speaks, at time: 𝑡(𝑘), repetition by the listener occurs in time: 𝑡(𝑖) > 𝑡(𝑘), i.e., 𝑖-th random walker 

repeats the movement of the 𝑘-th random walker in the time interval: 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘). Extreme cases 

occur when: 

 

iii. Limiting case for non-delayed echolalia: 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘) → 0; 

iv. Limiting case for a delayed echolalia: 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘) → ∞. 

 

Synthesizing points i- iv, combining the different symptoms, there are subtypes of echolalias, 

namely: 

 

v. To 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘) = 0 and 𝑖 = 𝑘, is the case of the non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia; 

vi. To 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘) = 0 and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘, is the case of the non-delayed and interactive echolalia; 

vii. To 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘) ≠ 0 and 𝑖 = 𝑘 , is the case of the delayed and non-interactive echolalia; 

viii. To 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘) ≠ 0 and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘, is the case of the delayed and interactive echolalia. 

 

According to the above description, the phenomenon of delayed echolalia can be quantified 

by the probability: 𝜏𝐴
(𝑖→𝑘) =

(𝑡(𝑖)−𝑡(𝑘))

𝑡
 of the 𝑖-th random walker repeat the movement of the 𝑘-th 

random walker in the time interval: 𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑡(𝑘), where 𝑡 is the total time of the walk. The letter (𝐴) 

receives the following nomenclature: (𝐴 = 𝐼) for non-delayed echolalia and (𝐴 = 𝐷) for delayed 

echolalia. In this way, the above cases v-viii are reformulated as follows: 

 

ix. To 𝜏𝐷
(𝑖→𝑘) = 0 and 𝑖 = 𝑘, is the case of the non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia; 

x. To 𝜏𝐷
(𝑖→𝑘) = 0 and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘, is the case of the non-delayed and interactive echolalia; 

xi. To 𝜏𝐷
(𝑖→𝑘) ≠ 0 and 𝑖 = 𝑘, is the case of the delayed and non-interactive echolalia; 

xii.  To 𝜏𝐷
(𝑖→𝑘) ≠ 0 and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘, is the case of the delayed and interactive echolalia. 

 

Objectively addressing the next aspect involved in echolalias: comorbidity. Comorbidity 

occurs when two or more diseases occur in the same individual. Considering echolalia, self 

echolalia and speech delay as distinct pathologies. So, if the characteristic symptoms of 

interactive, non-interactive and speech delay are observed in a patient simultaneously, he presents 

comorbidities. We quantified the extreme case of comorbidities when, for coupling probabilities  

(𝛾(𝑖→𝑘)) and speech delay (𝜏𝐴
(𝑖→𝑘)), the indexes: 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘 and 𝑖 = 𝑘, (𝐴 = 𝐼) and (𝐴 = 𝐷) occur 

simultaneously. 

In Figure 1, we presented an illustration of the types of echolalias with the diagram of 

stochastic states, summarizing the characteristics of social interaction, time for speech execution 

and comorbidities. 

Figure 1: Stochastic states diagram of echolalias. 
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To introduce the interaction and delay effects in random walks, the memory needs to be 

defined. The memory is formed by two variable sets 𝜎𝑡′
(1) for 𝑖 = 1, a random variable that can 

take the values ±1 and the variable 𝜌𝑡′
(𝑗)

 for 𝑗 = 2, a random variable that can take the value 0. To 

account for these effects, we introduced a third random walker with index 𝑘 = 3. The third random 

walker access the values of the variable 𝜎𝑡′
(1) with probability 𝜏𝐼

(3→1) and the value 𝜌𝑡′
(2) with 

probability 𝜏𝐷
(3→2). The slightest (severe) case of delay occurs for 𝜏𝐷

(3→2) = 0 (𝜏𝐷
(3→2) = 1), 

intermediate cases occur for the range: 0 < 𝜏𝐷
(3→2) < 1 between these two extreme cases. In this 

context, using Equation (1), we found the initial displacement for the third walker  

 

𝑋𝑡+1
(3) = 𝑋𝑡

(3) + 𝜏𝐼
(3→1)𝜎𝑡+1

(1) + 𝜏𝐷
(3→2)𝜌𝑡+1

(2)                        (10) 

 

Writing 𝑥𝑡
(3) = 𝑋𝑡

(3) − 𝑋0
(3) e 𝑥𝑡+1

(3) = 𝑋𝑡+1
(3) − 𝑋0

(3), we found that 

  

𝑥𝑡+1
(3) = 𝑥𝑡

(3) + 𝜏𝐼
(3→1)𝜎𝑡+1

(1) + 𝜏𝐷
(3→2)𝜌𝑡+1

(2)                             (11) 

 

Continuing, using Equation (6), the average displacement is 

 

⟨𝑥𝑡+1
(3) ⟩ = ∑ (𝛿𝑘3 +

𝛼(3→𝑘)𝛾3𝜏𝐼
(3→𝑘)

𝑡
)2

𝑘=1 ⟨𝑥𝑡
(𝑘)⟩ + 𝜏𝐷

(3→𝑘)⟨𝜌𝑡
(𝑘)⟩        (12) 

 

where 𝜏𝐼
(3→2) = 𝜏𝐷

(3→1) = 0.  

 

The displacement parameter for the first step is set to 𝛽(3) = 2𝑞(3) − 1. The initial displacement 

for the third walker is 

 

⟨𝑥1
(3)⟩ = ∑ 𝛽(3)2

𝑘=1 𝛾(3→𝑘)(1 − 𝜏𝐷
(3→𝑘))          (13) 

 

Notice that 𝜏𝐷
(3→𝑘) = 0, we retrieved the ordinary ERW model, observed when in this limit 

equations (12) and (13) are generalizations of equations (8) and (9), respectively. 

 

To mediate the effects of the characteristics of echolalia in random walks, social interaction, 

time for speech execution and the presence of comorbidities, information entropy measurements 

for each position is performed, calculating the average probability of visiting this position, we 

obtained the following formula for the average entropy production of random walks 
 

𝑆 = −∑ 𝑊
𝜇
𝑘=1 (𝑥𝑘)𝑙𝑛(𝑊(𝑥𝑘))            (14) 

 

where 𝑊(𝑥𝑘) is the probability distribution of finding the random walkers in the position. 𝑥𝑘 from 

the origin, where the sum effectively traverses all allowable length paths 𝜇. The unit of the chosen 

entropy is the nips because the neperian logarithm of eq(14). For example, if base were 2, the 

measure of entropy would be in bits.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerical experiments of finite-sized random walks to 104 walkers and 107 length. Other 

parameters taken from equations (1)-(14), for simplicity, were rewritten as 𝜏𝐷
(3→2) = 𝜏𝐷, 𝑝(3→1) = 𝑝 

and 𝛾(3→1) = 𝛾. These parameters were controlled in the interval of [0,1]. In this way, we can 

reformulate cases ix-xii as follows:  

 

xiii.  To 𝜏𝐷 = 0 and 𝛾 = 0, this is the case of non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia; 

xiv.  To 𝜏𝐷 = 0 and 𝛾 ≠ 0, this is the case of non-delayed and interactive echolalia; 

xv.  To 𝜏𝐷 ≠ 0 and 𝛾 = 0, this is the case of delayed and non-interactive echolalia; 
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xvi.  To 𝜏𝐷 ≠ 0 and 𝛾 ≠ 0, this is the case of delayed and interactive echolalia. 

 

In accordance with the numerical experiments, the results in the representation of the entropy 

of information are shown. To display the general picture of the results of the entropy changes as 

a function of 𝜏𝐷, 𝑝 and 𝛾, points xiii-xvi were followed. 

In Figure 2 we presented typical measures of information entropy for numerically controlled 

variations of 𝜏𝐷, 𝑝 in the range of [0,1] and fixed 𝛾 for the values of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1. 

There were observed two distinct behaviors: one abrupt and one mild. The abrupt behavior occurs 

in the range of 0 ⩽ 𝜏𝐷 ⩽ 0.1, where entropy decays rapidly due to variations in 𝜏𝐷. Above this 

range, 0.1 ⩽ 𝜏𝐷 ⩽ 1, entropy decays more slowly with variations of 𝜏𝐷. 

 

Figure 2: 3D graph of information entropy as a function of the parameters 𝑝 and 𝜏𝐷 each one in the 

range of [0,1]. The different surfaces are related to the different values of 𝛾 displayed in the right frame. 

The first surface, which does not show entropy variations, is at the base (purple lines) for the coupling 

probability 𝛾 = 0. The last surface, with the largest entropy variations, is at the top (red lines) for the 

coupling probability 𝛾 = 1 Between these two extremes we present intermediate entropy variations for  
0 < 𝛾 < 1. 

For the presentation of the results, it was divided into two parts according to 𝜏𝐷. First in 

range:0 ⩽ 𝜏𝐷 ⩽ 0.1 and the second in the range of 0.1 ⩽ 𝜏𝐷 ⩽ 1. 

To begin by analyzing two cases, the first the case of non-delayed and non-interactive 

echolalia, at the ends of 𝜏𝐷 = 0 e 𝛾 = 0, and the second case of non-delayed and interactive 

echolalia, where 𝜏𝐷 = 0 and 𝛾 ≠ 0. The results of this region are shown in Figure 3. To highlight 

them in order to perform better analysis, the curves were reconstructed using, for comparison 

terms, the same colors as in Figure 2. Specifically, entropy curves are shown for values of 𝜏𝐷 = 0 

and various values of the coupling strength 𝛾. Fixing 𝛾 and varying 𝑝 in the interval [0,1], we 

identified that greater entropy variations are observed for greater coupling intensities. For the case 

of non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia, 𝛾 = 0, typical measurements of entropy exhibit 

constant values in relation to changes in 𝑝 of the order of 16 nips. Therefore, when there is no 

interaction, larger entropy variations are displayed. For the case of non-delayed and interactive 

echolalia, 𝛾 ≠ 0, at 𝛾 = 0.1, the entropy varies in the range of approximately 15 < 𝑆 < 16 nips; for 

𝛾 = 0.2, the entropy varies in the range of approximately 14 < 𝑆 < 16 nips, following this trend 

for the other intermediate values of coupling. Similarly, for the highest coupling intensity 𝛾 = 1, 

entropy exhibits its greatest variation in the range of approximately 8 < 𝑆 < 16 nips. Therefore, 

non-delayed and interactive echolalia is more sensitive to 𝑝 variations, while non-delayed and 

non-interactive echolalia does not have this sensitivity. 
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Figure 3: Information entropy variation as a function of the feedback parameter 𝑝. The various curves 

are related to the different 𝛾 values displayed in the right frame and delay probability: 𝜏𝐷 = 0. For the 

parameters 𝜏𝐷 = 0 e 𝛾 = 0, is the case of non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia. However, for 𝜏𝐷 = 0 

and 𝛾 ≠ 0, is the case of non-delayed and interactive echolalia. 

Continuing, we present the second part of our results, namely, for the delay probability 

interval: 0.1 ⩽ 𝜏𝐷 ⩽ 1. In this region of temporal delay, we have the emergence of two cases of 

echolalia, namely, for 𝜏𝐷 ≠ 0 e 𝛾 = 0, we have the case of delayed and non-interactive echolalia 

and for 𝜏𝐷 ≠ 0 and 𝛾 ≠ 0, we have the case of delayed and interactive echolalia.  

In Figure 4, is presented a 3D graph of the information entropy as a function of the parameters 

𝑝 and 𝜏𝐷. In it, several surfaces associated with different intensities of coupling probability 𝛾 are 

presented. Also, a color table is available to the right of the surfaces with a different color for each 

value of 𝛾. For the first surface, in the base, i.e., for the case of delayed and non-interactive 

echolalia (𝛾 = 0), no entropy variations are displayed. Therefore, entropy changes are invariant 

to changes in 𝑝 and 𝛾. In Figure 4, for the case of delayed and interactive echolalia (𝛾 ≠ 0), we 

observed that typical measurements of entropy are greater than zero. As we increase the values 

of 𝛾 > 0 greater entropy variations are observed. The last surface, for the coupling probability   

𝛾 = 1, exhibits the greatest entropy variations, bordering region for the entropy variations for the 

case of delayed and interactive echolalia.  

Now, analyzing the impact to probability 𝜏𝐷, which quantifies walker response delays in 

entropy measurements. Observing Figure 4, we noticed that the smaller (larger) the values of 𝜏𝐷 

larger (smaller) are the variations of the entropy information. This trend is observed for any values 

of the coupling strength 𝛾. For these results, greater entropy variations are associated with shorter 

walker response delays. For 𝜏𝐷 = 1, the greatest delay intensity of delayed and interactive 

echolalia, the entropy variations are null for any values of the coupling strength 𝛾 and the feedback 

parameter 𝑝. 

Figure 4: 3D graph of information entropy as a function of the parameters 𝑝 and 𝜏𝐷: 𝑝 in the interval  
[0,1] and 𝜏𝐷 in the interval [0.1,1]. The different surfaces are related to the different values of 𝛾 

displayed in the right frame. The first surface, which does not show entropy variations, is at the base 

(purple lines) for the coupling probability 𝛾 = 0. The last surface, with the largest entropy variations, is 

at the top (red lines) for the coupling probability 𝛾 = 1. Between these two extremes we presented 

intermediate entropy variations for 0 < 𝛾 < 1. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

This work emphasized that problems in speech fluency characterized by the presence of 

pathological repetition of speech, prolongation of consonants or vowels, and broken words in 

early life are symptoms of communicative disorders called echolalia. Echolalia are symptoms 

present in some neurodevelopmental disorders such as Tourette syndrome, Asperger syndrome, 

autistic spectrum disorders (ASD), persistent vocal tic disorder, transient vocal tic disorder, 

psychotic disorder due to another medical condition, catatonia associated with another mental 

disorder, etc. 

Then, scrutinizing this context, a random walk model to qualify echolalia in the representation 

of information entropy was reported. Such a model presents results consistent with the different 

types of echolalia, namely, interactive, non-interactive, delayed and non-delayed, including 

combinations of these echolalias that characterize comorbidities in some patients, such as           

non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia, non-delayed and interactive echolalia, delayed and 

non-interactive echolalia, and delayed and interactive echolalia. 

For the case of non-delayed and non-interactive echolalia, for the lowest coupling strength, we 

found the largest entropy variations and they are invariant to changes in the feedback probability. 

For non-delayed and interactive echolalia, when the coupling strength is maximum, entropy 

exhibits its greatest variation as a function of the variations in the feedback parameter. Therefore, 

non-delayed and interactive echolalia is more sensitive to variations in the feedback parameter. 

In the case of delayed and non-interactive echolalia, there are no entropy changes, i.e., the 

entropy changes are invariant to the changes in the feedback parameter and the coupling strength. 

For the case of delayed and interactive echolalia, for non-null values of the coupling strength, 

we observed that typical entropy measures are greater than zero. As we increase the coupling 

strength, greater entropy variations are displayed. Coupling intensity is accompanied by greater 

entropy variations, characterizing entropy variations in the border region of delayed and 

interactive echolalia. 

As for the impact of delay probability, the data shows that the smaller (greater) the delays, the 

greater (smaller) the entropy variations. This behavior is observed for any values of the coupling 

strength. When the delay probability is maximum, characterizes the greatest delay intensity of 

delayed and interactive echolalia, the entropy variations are null for any values of the coupling 

strength and feedback parameter. 

This theoretical-computational work is not claiming that these cases of echolalia exist, but 

neither is it saying that they cannot be observed in routine examinations with the help of 

technically trained professionals. The clinical observation of these cases is beyond the scope of 

this work. We left proof or rebuttal of the consequences of our theoretical results to healthcare 

professionals. 
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